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This motion amends the NCAFC constitution and so requires a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 

Submitted by: UCL Defend Education 

NCAFC notes: 

1. That at NCAFC Conference in 2014, a proposal to abolish local group 

seats on the National Committee won majority support, but narrowly 

failed to achieve the two-thirds support needed to amend the 

constitution 

NCAFC believes: 

1. The ability for local groups, not just individuals, to take seats on the 

National Committee (NC) has failed as a system since it was 

introduced in 2013. 

2. These group delegate seats raise problems for democracy and 

accountability.  

a. They make the elections less democratic and more apolitical. 

NCAFC members at conference can vote for individuals on the 

basis of their different political ideas of the NCAFC, ensuring that 

different political tendencies are fairly represented within the NC 

via an STV voting system – but you cannot vote for a local group 

on a clear political basis unless you pretend that local groups are 

basically politically homogeneous and relatively unchanging. In 

reality the basis of the elections then tends to become more 

apolitical or clique-based. 

b. This raises the question – to whom is the NC accountable? These 

delegates are supposed to be accountable to their local groups 

– so they cannot be properly accountable to the wider 

membership of NCAFC, unlike individual members who can be 

held accountable to the politics on which they ran for election. 

c. These delegate seats mean that rather than the whole 

membership (via conference) being represented by the NC, 

instead a small number of local groups are given 

disproportionate power. Those members who happen to be in 

local groups that for whatever reason don’t get delegate seats 

elected, or isolated outside sustained groups, are less well-

represented. 



3. The system of group delegates has been little used since being 

introduced, and where it has been used has rarely worked well in terms 

of being able to involve the whole group deeply and consistently in 

decision-making. This is not an easy system to make work unless a 

group is, and consistently remains, large, well-established and sustained 

in activity. 

4. The best way for the NC to be democratic, fairly representative and 

accountable to the whole membership of the NCAFC is for our 

elections to be as political and direct as possible. Individuals should 

stand and be elected on the basis of their ideas, their proposals and 

their activist work. 

5. There are better, more consistently democratic ways for activists and 

groups on the ground to participate in decision-making continuously 

between conferences. We should make more use of the new web 

forum to discuss issues, and we should develop our regional sections 

which could allow different activists and groups to meet more regularly 

and feed up and down. 

6. When it becomes necessary to bring new individuals into the private 

discussions of the NC between conferences (e.g. the central organisers 

of last month’s demo) the more consistent and democratic way to let 

that happen is for the NC to vote to let them be non-voting observers. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To amend Section 4.B.2. of the NCAFC constitution as follows so that 

the block of 14 seats on the NC must be taken by individuals: 

“The National Committee consists of: 

 14 members, or affiliated groups elected by single transferable vote (with 40% 

of the places reserved for women) 

 1 voting representative for each Liberation Campaign (which can be shared) 

 1 voting representative for each Region or Nation (which can be shared) 

 1 voting representative for each Section (which can be shared) 

 Affiliated groups can offer themselves as candidates for election to the 

National Committee, as either an ‘open place delegate’ or as a ‘women-

only delegate’. They will then stand in the election along with the other 

individual members, in either the ‘open’ section or the ‘women-only’ section. 

For the election count the group shall be considered as a normal candidate. 

If the candidate is a ‘women-only delegate’ it shall be counted towards the 

reserved places for women. If it is an ‘open place delegate’ it shall not. 



 

If the delegate place is elected the group will be able to fill that seat with a 

recallable delegate as it sees fit. If the delegate place is ‘women-only’ then 

the delegate must be a self-defining woman. 

Where a vote is shared, the representatives present must come to a majority 

view of how to vote; if not, they must abstain. 

Sections and Regions are self-organising groups, and exist once they are 

recognised by the NC. 

Any NCAFC member may attend NC meetings, and the NC can invite others 

if it wishes to. The NC can establish working groups of whoever it wants to 

take on various projects.” 

 

  



This motion amends the NCAFC constitution and so requires a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 

Submitted by: Birmingham Defend Education 

NCAFC believes: 

1. That it is currently very ambiguous what the secretariat does 

2. The secretariat is currently appointed by the NC 

3. This runs the risk of making getting onto the secretariat about who 

you’re friends with 

NCAFC further believes: 

1. The secretariat need to be people who have been involved with 

NCAFC for a long time and know its structures well 

2. The secretariat shouldn’t have political decision making power, but 

there has to be a way to hold them accountable 

3. The secretariat shouldn’t have too many tasks, but they should  be very 

clear 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. The secretariat should be elected 

2. There should be 3 people in the secretariat 

3. Anyone should be able to run for Secretariat, but ideally candidates 

need to have been involved with the NCAFC for a while and know its 

structures relatively well. 

4. The NC should be consulted if the secretariat needs to make a 

controversial procedural decision 

5. The tasks of the secretariat should be 

a. Organising the logistics and agenda for NC meetings and being 

responsible for the chairing of such meetings 

b. Organising and being responsible for the chairing of the 

democratic sessions of conference, including elections 

c. Writing reports of democratic conferences for the website 

6. To amend the constitution accordingly 

  



This motion amends the NCAFC constitution and so requires a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 

Submitted by: Defend Education Birmingham 

NCAFC notes: 

1. We currently have a major problem with individuals doing too much 

work and burning out. 

2. We are all volunteers and the NC is often overstretched. 

3. We have always had a problem with the gap between the 

membership and the NC. 

4. We have lots of members who are not “in cliques” and friends with 

people on the NC. 

NCAFC further believes: 

1. Attempts have been made to bridge the gap and get members more 

involved through the membership Loomio. While this has been an 

improvement, it isn’t enough on its own. 

2. NCAFC would be a much stronger organisation if hundreds of people 

would be working on stuff. 

3. We need to find ways for members to get more involved not just in 

discussions but in actual organising. 

4. Individual members cannot be held accountable in the same way as 

NC members. 

5. We should not attempt to dissolve the NC: we need a body of 

democratically accountable people who have the power to react 

effectively to events in between conferences. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To amend the constitution to add the following: 

a. Each project that NCAFC undertakes should have a working group 

assigned to it, responsible for making it happen. 

b. These working groups should be formed in one of two ways: 

i. For projects resolved at conferences, working groups 

should be convened by the end of conference. There 



should be a 15 minutes section at the end of motions 

debate to make this happen.# 

ii. For projects resolved by the NC, working groups should 

be convened online through Loomio and email 

iii. In both cases, the wider membership should be invited 

to join working groups and it will be the responsibility of 

the NC to get the word out to them through all means 

available. 

c. Each working group should have at least 2 NC members assigned to 

it, responsible for bottom-lining the project. These NC members are 

democratically accountable for the work the working groups do, 

and they should report to the NC and the membership 

d. All working groups are accountable to the NC, who can limit their 

size and scope, and in extreme circumstances dissolve them 

2. These working groups should not be confused with the internal NC 

subcommittees (such as communications and finance) which are 

internal to the NC. 

 

 

 

 



 

Submitted by: Alliance for Workers’ Liberty 

1. It is necessary to present the government's package of attacks 

contained within the HE Green Paper as just that: a specific project, 

taking place within a specific time-frame, rather than as a continuation 

of a previous set of trends or policies. 

2. We are not helped in this by the fact that the government's project for 

higher education will change its name from the Green Paper, to the 

White Paper, before finally becoming a Bill. 

3. We should resolve this problem by calling the government's slipperily-

named legal package “The Higher Education Paper”and using that 

label consistently, through the Green and White stages of its life. 

4. We should use the line “Stop the Higher Education Paper” 

(#StoptheHEPaper) as the common thread in agitation around each of 

the four demands of the strike, which connects all four demands. 

  



 

Submitted by: UCL Defend Education 

NCAFC notes: 

1. Many public educational institutions in the UK are officially religious and 

under religious governance. This includes state faith schools, academy 

schools and free schools run by religious organisations, as well as some 

higher education institutions (ranging from general universities that 

operate under “Christian values” where the Church of England 

participates in their governance, to specific religiously-run institutions, 

generally with a focus on theological studies). 

2. All state schools are required by law to hold a daily “act of collective 

worship”, even those that aren’t faith schools. Until they reach sixth-

form, students cannot even be exempted from these acts of worship 

without their parents’ permission. 

3. This summer, the Religious Studies course at Stirling Uni – the only such 

course in Scotland with a secular approach rather than being based 

specifically in Christianity – came under threat of closure. 

4. Part of the attack on Lambeth College over the past year included the 

selling off of part of its Brixton site, to be replaced by a Catholic free 

school headed up by a right-wing racist who has written publicly 

praising the historical role of British religious missionaries “civilising” “the 

natives” in Africa and Asia. 

5. Religious academy schools have been found implementing Section 28-

style homophobic regulations long after their abolition in mainstream 

schools, as well as imposing other oppressive reactionary values. 

6. In some religious free and academy schools religious dogma has been 

allowed to distort the curriculum (for instance teaching creationism). 

7. In 2010 faith schools were exempted from the requirement to cover 

contraceptives and LGBT+ equality in sex education. 

8. Research has shown that not only do faith schools’ selection criteria 

discriminate against the children of parents with other or no religion, it is 

also easier for middle-class parents to “game” their selection criteria, 

helping to pass on unfair advantage to their kids. 

NCAFC believes: 

1. Public education should be secular – public education institutions and 

their teaching should be neutral on questions of religious belief and 



religious institutions should have no power in their governance – while 

individuals’ freedom of religion and of expression should be protected. 

This means schools should not run official acts of worship but all 

students to practice religion or not as they wish, and faith-based 

institutions should be brought under democratic public control and run 

in a secular manner. 

2. It is wrong for state funds to be used to promote any particular religious 

belief, and it is wrong for religious institutions to get state approval and 

resources. This is incompatible with a diverse and free society. 

3. Education should allow and positively encourage critical thinking and 

freedom of thought and exploration. This includes in the field of religion 

– religion and belief are important subjects to study and research, and 

public institutions should be secular and therefore neutral, in order to 

facilitate genuinely critical examination and understanding of all 

institutions and perspectives. 

4. In situations of religious-sectarian strife and bigotry, divided faith-based 

schooling works to entrench and maintain those divides. In Northern 

Ireland, the separation of children from Catholic and Protestant families 

into different schools played a very bad role in perpetuating bigotry 

and sectarian conflict. 

5. When the state grants permission and funds to religious groups to run 

public institutions, this inevitably reinforces and bolsters the dominance 

of existing hierarchies and conservative elements. For instance, it is not 

in general grassroots groups of pro-LGBT+, feminist Catholics who get to 

run schools, but the reactionary Church hierarchy. 

6. Faith schools are often defended on the basis of “choice”. This is a 

flawed and basically right-wing argument: 

a. The Tory/New Labour narrative of choice in schooling favours 

those families where parents are able to e.g. devote time out of 

work to fulfilling criteria that reward voluntary service to local 

churches. 

b. People should not have to travel further afield and undergo 

inconvenience to access public services without being 

subjected to promotion of a religion they don’t believe in. 

c. Within schools, the “choice” to e.g. ask to not attend prayers, or 

to attend a school where the dominant faith is not yours, is not 

neutral. Even where the school does not place pressure, students 

are marked out by their difference. This is discriminatory and not 

liberating. 



d. Instead of the right-wing narrative of choice for those privileged 

enough to exercise it, we say all public services should be fit for 

everyone. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To support campaigning for secular education – abolishing the 

compulsory act of worship in state schools, and ensuring all public 

education institutions are run in a secular manner under fully 

democratic control, without discriminatory faith-based selection 

criteria. 

2. To support education encouraging critical thought about all belief 

systems and institutions. 

3. To support action by students who don’t want to participate in acts of 

worship and other religious practices in education institutions. 

  



  

Submitted by: Alliance for Worker’s Liberty 

1. We welcome the NUS NEC's call for a yes vote in a strike against 

government attacks. This call, made by the elected leadership of the 

union, is a major step forward. 

2. The NUS bureaucracy - unelected staff, unelected SU managers, and 

rightwing cliques within the NUS structures at different levels - can be 

expected to try to sabotage the fight for a yes vote. 

3. The poor state of SU organisation is a consequence of, and 

contributing factor in, the lack of a fighting political strategy from 

successive NUS leaderships. It is the fruit of the long period of Blairite 

domination of NUS (and of the Labour Party). 

4. Obstruction from the right, and poor local organisation, are serious 

problems. We need to fight hard for a good turn-out and a yes vote: 

the fate of the strike will be determined by the outcome of the vote, 

and it is fantasy to pretend otherwise. 

5. NCAFC advocates that in every campus and college where we get a 

good vote, regardless of the overall national picture, we organise the 

maximum possible action against the HE paper in February 

 



 

Submitted by: Warwick for Free Education 

NCAFC notes: 

1. That the Secretary of state for Business, Innovation and Skills presented 

a green paper to Parliament for consultation entitled Fulfilling Our 

Potential: Teaching Excellence, Social Mobility and Student Choice. 

Also known as the “HE Green Paper”.  

2. That the Green Paper is a statement of intent of the Government’s 

reforms to higher education and is likely to result in a Government bill 

that will be presented to Parliament and voted on. 

3. The Green Paper sets out the following reforms/changes [2]: 

1. Tuition fees will increase in line with inflation from 2017.  

2. The introduction of a Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF)  

3. The possibility of variable tuition fees across institutions that can 

rise above inflation if universities meet certain criteria in the 

Teaching Excellence Framework.  

4. The rising of tuition fees will no longer require a vote in Parliament 

but can instead be approved by the Secretary of State for 

Business, Innovation and Skills.  

5. Increased private sector involvement by making it easier for 

private providers to enter the ‘market’, award degrees, and 

compete with existing universities.  

6. Creating a structure to allow universities to ‘exit’ the sector by 

closing. The HE Green Paper states that the proposed changes 

would bring an increased likelihood that a provider may need to 

“exit” [3]. The abolition of the Higher Education Funding Council 

for England (HEFCE) and the Office for Fair Access (OFFA) and 

creation of a new single regulator, the Office for Students.  

7. The exemption of Universities from the Freedom of Information 

Act  

8. Students’ Unions are mentioned directly in the context of the 

Government’s reforms to Trade Unions that have weakened the 

ability of Trade Unions to campaign and take industrial action 

9. The Green Paper seeks the public's’ views “on the role of 

students’ unions and what further steps could be taken to 

increase transparency and accountability to individual 

members.” [4]  

 



NCAFC believes: 

1. That the proposals will radically change the structure of HE. 

2. That the HE Green Paper will be disastrous for higher education in the 

UK. 

3. That the HE Green Paper is irremediable. 

4. The Freedom of Information act is an essential tool for holding 

universities to account by students and student media. 

5. That the Green Paper attempts to depoliticise the rising of fees and 

removes the accountability for fee rises from Parliament. 

6. The Government is proposing a structure which expects some 

universities to close. The HE Green Paper sets Universities up to fail by 

making them compete in a market and will allow institutions to fail, to 

the detriment of the students and staff, and the reputation of the 

sector. 

7. That the HE Green Paper, in combination with the removal of 

maintenance grants and the wider government higher education 

policy, is catastrophic for higher education. 

8. That we have seen a barrage of attacks to education since 2010, but 

that this is the worst yet. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To oppose the HE Green Paper 

2. To build towards student strike action against the Green Paper. 

3. To make fighting the Green Paper a priority of our campaigning up 

until the vote in Parliament. 

 

[1] https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/higher-education-

teaching-excellence-social-mobility-and-student-choice 

[2] https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/higher-education-green-

paper-glance 

[3] https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/higher-education-

teaching-excellence-social-mobility-and-student-choice (p. 54) 

[4] https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/higher-education-

teaching-excellence-social-mobility-and-student-choice (p. 61) 
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Submitted by: Thames Valley Plan C 

NCAFC notes 

a. The last five years have seen a huge attack on HE funding and 

maintenance support. 

b. A strategic proposal has been levelled in NCAFC to conduct a 

‘student strike’. This would involve a choreographed walkout and 

withdrawal of participation from lectures and all other direct, 

scheduled academic involvement. 

c. It has been suggested- in a NCAFC press release, online ‘call out’ 

and a long session during the last NCAFC Summer Training- that 

for a successful Student Strike, the immediate tactical aim is to 

get the NUS to conduct a ‘strike ballot’. 

NCAFC believes: 

1. Especially given Notes. 1, we can’t afford to lose. 

2. The student movement will only ever win on the basis of mass grassroots 

participation. 

3. NCAFC’s struggle for ‘Free Education’ has for a long while had no way 

to win, due in no small part to the limitations of the compulsively 

repeated forms of activity which occupy its time. These tactics- such as 

street demonstrations and symbolic occupations- while clearly useful, 

fail to command the kind of power we can use to make the state do 

something it clearly doesn’t want to do, concede Free Education. As 

things stand, we can’t even make a deal with power, let alone assure 

final victory.  

4. It is therefore a matter of utmost importance to fully explore the 

possibility of a Student Strike, as a strategy that raises the crucial 

questions of both leverage and power in our pursuit of Free Education.  

5. The proposal within NCAFC to rely heavily upon the NUS (itself a 

‘compulsory union’, which is demobilising and deeply depoliticised) to 

deliver a strike may well sow the seeds of its failure. This has something 

to do with the subjectivity (and therefore the ‘political consciousness’) 

of the student in the neoliberal university- who is bound by the 

recognition of higher education as a chimerical service/investment, 

through which the forward-thinking competitor in the labour market 

can get a CV-boosting qualification. Therefore the sort of Union they 

desire or need is orientated towards that goal. 



6. For the Student Strike to work, students would need to recognise two 

‘facts’:  

a. The student is a ‘worker’ active in an ‘industry’- the production of 

knowledge- and as such can claim ‘rights’ in their contested 

‘workplaces’- the university. We can see this particularly clearly in 

the language of ‘acquiring transferable skills’, which are just 

intellectual and practical habits geared towards productive 

labour. A student is already doing the work of reproducing 

society and valorising capital. 

b. This consciousness would therefore also rely upon an 

understanding of the role the university plays in the maintenance 

of capitalism itself. The university seeks to preserve its dominant 

position in society as the sanctioned site for creating 

qualifications, regardless of who can afford one. Increasingly a 

smartphone, a broadband connection and self-motivation can 

deliver an equivalent level of education. The only thing that 

would be missing is the piece of paper every graduate receives 

on completion of their degree, the obscure object of recognition 

with which they can better market themselves in the highly 

competitive labour market. Therefore the university system, 

predicated as it is on fees, will continue to create debt subjects 

out of those who cannot afford to privately finance their own 

education. While the implementation of ‘Free Education’ would 

decouple participation from debt, the alienating and oppressive 

nature of participation would go unchanged. We argue that the 

struggle for Free Education by itself therefore cannot be enough- 

what we need is to re-imagine the university in its totality, not just 

its points of access but also its fundamental purpose in the 

functioning of the labour market, ie. the regulation of productive 

knowledge and creation of housebroken professionals and 

willing managers. But we are a long way from this yet. To achieve 

either of these aims, the student movement would need to 

radically re-orientate its analysis and activity. Of which, a step 

toward unionisation would greatly aid its capacities. 

7. By coming together as ‘workers’ and joining a combative union, 

student activists would be in a better position to implement the student 

strike, by providing the leverage necessary to force the government's 

hand. In this way, we propose to make a principle of our organising the 

fact that, by striking, we don’t just boycott a commodity or embarrass 

the government; we withdraw our labour in the hope of achieving our 

aim- Free Education.  

8. The NUS ballot should without a doubt go ahead; however, if the ballot 

is overturned, by being members of another union the Strike could still 

be conducted, aided by the expertise of a wider organisation. By 



being members of two unions (the NUS and our proposed ‘combative’ 

model), NCAFC activists can achieve the things that the NUS is 

currently unable or unwilling to commit to- the establishment of picket 

lines etc. This should not be read as a rival proposal, we welcome and 

support the activity of NCAFC comrades within the NUS, and believe 

this proposal complements their activity, but equally that a fight in the 

NUS will in all likelihood achieve little without some analogous activity to 

complement it. 

9. A syndicalist model is preferable for the following reasons. 

a. Syndicalist unions practise a greater degree of direct democracy 

and autonomy than ‘mainstream unions’, in line with the ethos of 

NCAFC. 

b. Syndicalist unions (although not all) do not have political party 

affiliations- as such our activity and any proposed union 

subscription funds we may have to pay, would go into 

strengthening the base of the union and not a political party- 

again in line with NCAFC’s ethos. 

c. Syndicalism has a proud heritage of militant and combative 

unionism with an anti-capitalist orientation- an orientation which, 

if not always directly expressed by NCAFC, seems in line with that 

of the organisation. 

10. There are clear practical benefits of working with a syndicalist union. 

a. Membership of a syndicalist organisation would provide NCAFC 

members with a framework and a support network through 

which methods of effective and coordinated activity on campus 

could be established and conducted; whether that’s 

departmental organising, a cross-campus campaign or indeed a 

cross-country coordination. Union membership will also provide 

NCAFC with a wider community of activists to draw upon for 

solidarity, while extending NCAFC’s influence beyond the 

‘student milieu’. 

b. Any union worth their salt provides organiser training, which will 

provide NCAFC activists with a ‘skill set’ enabling us to organise 

more effectively with other sectors who share our campuses, be 

that support staff, administration workers or academics.  

c. The kind of network we would then have access to would enable 

comrades to maintain their involvement in the student struggle 

after graduation, without the condition of living in London or 

belonging to a national political group. This is an essential part of 

how we can really cause a disruption: practical solidarity 

between what are for all intents and purposes one and the same 

thing, workers and workers-to-be. 

d. A union provides its members with a capacity to recognise their 

common interests and articulate strategies aimed at achieving 



the best results for its membership. For NCAFC, membership of a 

syndicalist union will have the added benefit of aiding its 

development in navigating strategic ideas involving real 

leverage. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To affiliate to a syndicalist union, in line with the arguments outlined 

above, if a working agreement and proposal can be formulated. 

2. To establish an open working group made up of volunteers from across 

the organisation to explore which union to affiliate to, how affiliation 

would work, and how to turn ‘affiliation’ into a plan for the Student 

Strike. This working group will report back with its findings early in the 

New Year (end of January 2016) at which time NCAFC would affiliate 

to a union based upon its recommendations. 

 

 

 

  



 

Submitted by: Warwick for Free Education 

NCAFC believes: 

1. That former or current left-wing sabbatical officers make up a 

significant proportion of our active membership.  

2. That left wing sabbs should, and often do, play a key role in 

participating in and supporting free education/anti-cuts activism on 

campuses. 

3. That sabbs should not be seen as ‘better’ or ‘more important’ than any 

other grassroots activist. 

NCAFC further believes: 

1. That throughout the years we have seen left-wing sabbs struggle 

significantly against right-wing unions, staff and bureaucracy.  

2. That these obstacles not only pose threats to the wellbeing of these 

individuals but also to the running of activism on campuses.  

3. That NCAFC should strive to support both grassroots activists and left-

wing sabbs in what they do.  

4. That sabbs who need support/advice have come to us for help before, 

but often in cases of crisis, and that we should be aiming to avoid such 

situations in the first place. 

NCAFC resolves: 

1. To set up a small section on the NCAFC website with resources relevant 

to lefty sabbs. 

2. To provide, on this website section, email addresses and/or phone 

numbers of willing individuals who have experience of facing 

challenges as lefty sabbs, so that these people can be contacted to 

ask for advice and support.  

3. To get in contact with sabbs who are facing tough challenges, to find 

out ways in which we can support them as an organisation. 

4. To aim to stay in regular contact with lefty sabbs throughout their time 

in office. 

 


